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Made from durable nylon material, this sporty Bible cover features multiple exterior pockets, a cool

compass carabineer, durable zipper pulls, spine handle and interior pen and pencil holders. This

cover will fit The Zondervan NIV Study Bible, The Quest Study Bible and the Life Application Study

Bible as well as many more books and Bibles up to 6 5/8" x 9 1/2"" (241mm x 168mm).
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The photograph shows a pale olive green. I bought mine at a local store and the color is darker ( a

rich medium olive). I prefer the darker look. I suspect that the flash may have washed out the picture

posted here.I love this cover. It is perfect for my needs. I carry a book light with my bible and there is

a front pouch in this cover that it fits in perfectly (the flap at the top of the photo shows the entry to

the pouch). The exterior feels like synthetic water resistant canvas - a nice weight. The interior is

slick black nylon fabric like luggage liner. Visible black zipper. I feel that the cover is strong and I

carry it by the handle. Pen holders on the left and right interiors. I don't know if I will leave the

compass attached - right now I find it rather amusing as it kind of captures the way I feel about my

bible - first aid/marching orders/survival kit with a compass, for my heart.

I purchased this bag for my son to carry his Bible in. He loves it and says his friends all think it

awesome too. It fits his Bible and still has plenty of space for extra papers, pencils, etc. The

compass is an added bonus. He has the NIrV Adventure Bible for early readers which measures

8.75" X 5.75" X 1.75"



I gave this a 2 instead of a 1 because of the cover itself. The cover is awesome. I'm sure it will hold

up for a long time. Think material and a stout zipper. However I bouth an XL based on reviews. It

was to big. I needed the large. Asked the company unlimitedbooks123 if I could exchange it for a

large. They said no, and there is a 15% restocking fee on books and a 20% restocking fee on

everything else. All this hassle for an exchange. bible cover, awesome. Unlimitedbooks123, not at

all.

I had just purchased a new bible that measures 9.25" x 7.25" so since the measurements for this

bible cover are advertised as 11" x 8.7" I thought it would be perfect. When the bible cover finally

arrived (6 weeks later) the tag for the bible cover says it measures 6 7/8" x 9 5/8". Needless to say it

is way too small for my bible. Had they advertised the actual measurements from the tag, instead of

the incorrect measurements they listed, I never would have bought this bible cover. It looks very

nice, but definitely not big enough for my needs. Wish they would've been honest in their

advertisement of this product.

I think the compass is just for show because it points where ever it wants. Also, this is much smaller

than advertised. The tag read 9.25" x 7.25". Luckily, it is still the exact size of my Bible. I am happy

with it, and I wont be returning it. It is well made, feels durable with a sturdy zipper and the color is a

DEEPER green than picture. The photo is a little washes out. The bag is actually more of an army

green.

I got this for my adult son. It seems real sturdy and all the pocket spaces are great for pens, small

tablet & misc. I bought this along with the Personal size Life Application Study Bible NIV. According

to the dimensions of both I thought the case would have had a bit extra room with the Bible in it...it

has ALOT of extra room. The case is much to big for that size of Bible but he has plenty of room for

booklets or study guides along with his Bible and it's great for toting it all around. I don't know how

the fit would be with other size Bibles, but it is a nice and sturdy Bible case.

My own fault for not paying attention to the dimension but the zipper is first rate. The compass is

inspiring and I love it for my bible! I can fit my pens in there and my kiddos check in cards for church

so I don't even need to bring my purse in from the car.

A really great bible cover for younger boys. Purchased this for my 9 year old son. It fit his bible



perfectly and has lots of fun pockets to put other "boy" things inside! My old sadness was

discovering that the compass was broken.
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